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Abstract:- 
                          Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) was designed to perform well in wired networks 
where packet losses are mainly due to congestion. It has been observed that TCP performance degrades 
while operating over mobile wireless networks. In these networks packet losses occur also due to radio 
signal errors and disconnections in case of handover or loss of signal and not always due to congestion. 
TCP interprets packet loss on these networks as an indication of congestion and invokes congestion 
control mechanism as in a wired network. This reduces transmission rate drastically reducing throughput 
over these networks. In this paper we propose a simple TCP algorithm for wireless network environment. 
The proposed algorithm estimates the available bandwidth in the network using a forecasting method 
based on the rate of ACK’s received by the sender. Further based on this estimated bandwidth the 
congestion control parameters adapt dynamically to the network state and thus preventing drastic 
throughput degradation. The proposed algorithm will be then compared to the existing TCP New Reno 
and TCP Westwood. 
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I. Introduction  

                          TCP was specifically designed to provide a reliable end to end byte stream over 

an unreliable internetwork. Each machine supporting TCP has a TCP transport entity either a 

user process or part of the kernel that manages TCP streams and interface to IP layer. A TCP 

entity accepts user data streams from local processes breaks them up into pieces not exceeding 

64KB and sends each piece as a separate IP datagram. Client Server mechanism is not necessary 

for TCP to behave properly. The IP layer gives no guarantee that datagram will be delivered 

properly, so it is up to TCP to timeout and retransmit, if needed. Duplicate, lost and out of 

sequence packets are handled using the sequence number, acknowledgements, retransmission, 

timers, etc to provide a reliable service. Connection is a must for this service. Bit errors are 

taken care of by the CRC checksum. One difference from usual sequence numbering is that 

each byte is given a number instead of each packet. This is done so that at the time of 

transmission in case of loss, data of many small packets can be combined together to get a 

larger packet, and hence smaller overhead. TCP connection is a duplex connection. That means 

there is no difference between two sides once the connection is established.  

                          The Transmission Control Protocol is a reliable, connection-oriented, full duplex, 

byte stream transport control protocol. This protocol supports flow and congestion control, and 

is used by many end-user applications, including web browsers and e-mail clients. TCP is 

designed with a assumption that packet loss means congestion in the network. It detects the 

packet loss either by the timer out of retransmission timer or reception of 3 duplicate 
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acknowledgments. After detecting packet loss, it reduces its sending rate as per congestion 

control mechanism. As per congestion control mechanism, TCP maintains two variable ssthresh 

and cwnd when TCP detects packet loss by timer-out, the congestion control mechanism 

reduces the ssthresh to half of present effective transmission window (effective window is 

minimum of advertised window by receiver and senders congestion window cwnd) and make 

cwnd equal to one segment and TCP enter the slow-start phase. During slow-start TCP increases 

its cwnd by one segment for every acknowledgment it receive. When cwnd become larger than 

ssthresh, TCP enter congestion avoidance phase during which it increment cwnd by one 

segment for one round trip time (rtt). When TCP detects packet loss by the reception 3-

duplicate acknowledgment, congestion control mechanism make ssthresh equal to half of 

transmission effective window and enter the fast recovery mode. During fast recovery mode, 

cwnd is set to ssthresh plus 3 segments. Each time another duplicate ACK, increment cwnd by 

the segment size and transmit a packet (if allowed by the new value of cwnd) and when the 

next ACK arrives that acknowledges new data, TCP set cwnd to ssthresh and enter congestion 

avoidance. The existing versions of TCP, like Reno or NewReno, experience heavy throughput 

degradation over channels with high error rate, such as wireless channels. The main reason for 

this poor performance is that the TCP congestion control mechanism cannot distinguish 

between packet losses occurring randomly in wireless channels and those due to network 

congestion. In other words, the assumption that packet loss is always an indicator of network 

congestion does not apply especially to heterogeneous networks that include wireless links, in 

which packet loss may be induced also by noise or any other reason than congestion. There, 

random loss due to bit corruption is misinterpreted: upon loss detection, the TCP sender 

reduces its transmission rate unnecessarily thus degrading the throughput performance [2, 3]. 

In this work an accurate and efficient algorithm is developed to solve the fundamental 

Transport estimation problem - Bandwidth estimation, related to the development of end-to-

end algorithms that measure the current TCP transmission rate and estimate the capacity 

available along the path from the source to the destination.   

                          In the proposed algorithm, a simple filter is used for available bandwidth 

estimation and dynamic adjustment of filter parameter according to the state of wireless link 

improves the throughput of small-sized file transmission. The bandwidth available is estimated 

on the rate ACK packets received by the sender. Using this dynamically calculated bandwidth 

the values of ssthresh and cwnd are calculated.  

             The implementation is done at the senders end in the network and can be used 

in wired-wireless networks. We can investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm by 

simulation and show how effective the proposed algorithm is for the small-sized file 

transmission. 

Ii. Related Work  

                           In this section, we summarize the previous works related to the improvement of 

TCP throughput for wired-wireless networks. The approaches to improve TCP performance can 

be classified into (1) link layer protocols, (2) split-connection protocols, (3) snoop protocols, and 

(4) end-to-end protocols.  
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                          In the link-layer protocol, a wireless link is considered as a reliable link using link-

layer techniques such as automatic repeat request (ARQ) and forward error correction (FEC) [8]. 

The link-layer protocols for CDMA primarily use ARQ technique. These protocols have 

advantage that those fit naturally into the layered protocol stack of the Internet. The link-layer 

protocol like ARQ or FEC operates independently of transport layer protocol like TCP. These 

protocols can improve TCP performance in wired-wireless network better than other protocols. 

However, these need special support of network infrastructure such as router. It is difficult for 

link-layer protocol to be deployed widely due to the expensive cost for special support of 

infrastructure.  

                          The split-connection protocol splits TCP connection into wireless and wired parts 

at base station, and hides wireless loss from wired part connection. In MTCP [10], a specialized 

protocol in wireless link called selective repeat protocol (SRP) or UDP is used over wireless link. 

However, [10] reported that MTCP obtains no significant advantage in using SRP in comparison 

with TCP. In [11], M-TCP is used for wireless link. Another example is Split TCP[12] for mobile 

adhoc networks as shown in figure 2.1. 

              Indirect-TCP (I-TCP) [11] uses standard TCP over wireless link. However, like 

other split-connection protocol, using TCP over wireless link results in performance degradation 

because original TCP sender often experiences timeout and data transmission stalls frequently. 

In addition, base station maintains two TCP connections; one is wireless part connection and 

the other is wired one. So the overhead of base station is twice in comparison with non-split 

connection protocol and the base station needs higher resources such as buffer capacity and 

CPU power. Furthermore, split-connection protocol violates the end-to-end semantics of TCP. 

In addition, since base station maintains two sets of TCP status information for one end-to-end 

TCP connection, handoff procedures become complicated and take long time. As a result, the 

split connection protocols can hardly improve TCP performance in wired-wireless network. 

             TCP Westwood [6] performs available bandwidth estimation for the update of 

cwnd and ssthresh when fast retransmission or timeout occurs. By using available bandwidth 

estimation for setting cwnd and ssthresh, the sender does not reduce transmission rate 

needlessly and the throughput performance and link utilization is greatly improved. TCP 

Westwood achieves higher performance than TCP Reno in wired and wireless network 

environments. However, available bandwidth estimation algorithm is complex and the 

algorithm for available bandwidth estimation cannot follow the rapid change of network 

condition. Furthermore, TCP Westwood does not take the transmission of small-sized file such 

as Web document into consideration. 

 

Iii. Proposed Works 

The proposed algorithm consists of two parts; one is the estimation of available 

bandwidth and the other is the update of slow start threshold and congestion window size 

using the bandwidth estimate. 

A. Available Bandwidth Estimation: 
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             The proposed algorithm estimates network available bandwidth as follows. Let 

t(k) denote the time at which original sender host receives k ACK’s and d(k) the amount of kth 

data segment sent to destination host. Whenever ACK reaches the sender host, the sender host 

calculates sample available bandwidth estimation B(t) using the following 

B(k)  d(k(t(k) - t(k-1))    (1) 

             

             Because ACK interval t(k) – t(k-1) fluctuates under TCP window flow control, the 

value of B (k) also fluctuates and is inaccurate estimate for available bandwidth. Therefore, the 

proposed algorithm smoothes Bold(k) using smoothing filter like other TCP variants including 

TCP Westwood. The filter implemented in TCP Westwood is well designed and provides more 

accurate estimates than other TCP variants proposed before. However, the filter of TCP 

Westwood is complicated and its computation time is not negligible, that is, computation 

overhead is larger than other TCP variants. Furthermore, it cannot capture the rapid change of 

available bandwidth well as stated in the previous section. 

             We focus on the well-known simple smoothing filter, exponential weighted 

moving average (EWMA). The EWMA filter is expressed with α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) as 

Bnew(t+1) = Bold(t) + t) – Bold(t))    (2) 

                          The idea based on the moving average filter is that most recent samples are 

given higher weights and hence they reflect the current status of the filter. Note that a very 

large α provides that past estimates influences the present estimated bandwidth to a larger 

extent. This is good when we consider stable networks that do not change rapidly like a wired 

network. Conversely smaller α indicates that the estimate bandwidth depends on the current 

sample bandwidth.  

                           Actually, it is difficult to obtain accurate estimates at the rapid change of 

network condition if the filter uses fixed α. For example, if the filter uses small α, the estimated 

value captures instantaneous rapid change well and hence small α is appropriate for the 

network whose condition changes instantaneously and rapidly as seen in wireless handoff. On 

the other hand, if α is set large, the estimate is less updated and this is preferable for the case 

in which the network condition does not change so much. In actual use of TCP over wired-

wireless network, small-sized file transmission such as Web documents is a typical application. 

When a small-sized file transmission starts, TCP needs accurate available bandwidth estimate as 

soon as possible. This is the same situation as cellular handoff.  

In order to obtain the high performance for the small-sized file transmission over wired-

wireless network, we dynamically adapt α in (2) to the current network state. By dynamically 

updating α, Bnew is quickly adapted when TCP session starts or network condition changes 

rapidly, and Bnew is updated moderately when the network condition is stable.  

When tth ACK is received, we first update α with Bold(t) and B(t) in the following manner:  

if (B(t) ≥ Bold(t))    (3)  

old(t) / B(t)  

if (B(t) ≤ Bold(t)) (4)  

t) / Bold(t)  
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             Finally, updated α is substituted into (2) and tth estimate of available bandwidth 

Bnew(t) is calculated. Then Bnew(t+1) is used for setting slow start threshold (ssthresh) and 

congestion window (cwnd) in TCP congestion control algorithm. 

 

Iv. Congestion Control Algorithm  

                          Next we update ssthresh and cwnd and controls transmission rate when either 

timeout occur or three DUPACK (Duplicat ACK packets) are recieved. The proposed algorithm 

updates ssthresh and cwnd using available bandwidth estimate value Bnew.  

if (3 DUPACK received) 

ssthresh = (Bnew*RTTmin); 

if (cwnd ≥ ssthresh) 

cwnd = ssthresh; 

Algorithm: 1 

if(Retransmission Timeout occurs) 

ssthresh = (Bnew*RTTmin); 

cwnd = 1; 

Algorithm: .2 

                           When three DUPACK arrive, the proposed algorithm updates ssthresh and cwnd 

but does not drastically reduce the transmission rate as the congestion in network is minimal. 

When a timeout occurs, the cwnd is set to 1 as timout is an indicator of heavy congestion in the 

network as the ACK packets are not received. The transmission rate needs to reduce drastically.  

 

V. Implementation  

                          We plan to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm by simulation 

using network simulator ns2. We would then compare the proposed algorithm with the existing 

two TCPs: TCP Reno and TCP Westwood. To simulate TCP Westwood, we use TCP Westwood 

module for ns2.  

 

Vi. Performance Evaluation  

                          The outcomes of the proposed algorithm will be tested for efficiency and 

correctness using the following test cases  

 

a. Effectiveness of bandwidth estimation: This would be used to test how long it took to 

estimate bandwidth compared to other TCP implementation like TCP Westwood. A graph of 

bandwidth estimated vs time would be used to plot the results.  

b. Fairness Issue: The proposed algorithm will be tested if its implementation gives all 

connections the same opportunity to share data. A segment number vs time graph will be 

plotted to determine the same.  

c. Friendliness Issue: The implementation will be also test if bandwidth is shared fairly 

among different TCP protocols.  
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The throughput in wired and wireless network would be determined and any significant 

changes would be analyzed 

 

Vii. Conlusion  

             In this paper we have discussed about the congestion control mechanism in TCP. 

We have analyzed the problems related to congestion control which leads to the reduction of 

throughput in the network. Various other works related to providing a solution to the problem 

is discussed and its shortcoming have been identified. We have proposed a new algorithm for 

estimating the bandwidth using a simple low pass filter and using this estimated bandwidth to 

control congestion in the network. 
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